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The work Mr. Benedict has done on the general subject of tem
perature measurement with thermocouples has been most valua
ble to the writer in conducting ASME type performance tests of 
steam turbines. The system proposed in this most recent paper 
has been in use for several months and has been very satisfactory. 
Plottiug the calibration curve is made particularly easy (when 
the curve is not linear) by iostmctil1g the computer to work out 
values at iotervals selected to give many points per curve. 
Smooth calibration curves (geoerally of the quadratic or linear 
form) have been obtained. Failure of the computer to determine 
an equation for t.he dil:Ierence data within the limits of the un
certaioty envelope and maximum degree of equation selected is 
an indication of a faulty calibration setup or a thermocouple with 
undesirable characteristics. Thus there is a built-in quality 
control feature. 

J. C. Sullivan' 
Quotiog the latt.er part of the second paragraph of page 13, 

column 2: 
"It is sigllificant to note that nowhere does a most probable fit 

for a particular run diA'er from Lhe 'best' value for the thermo
cOllple by more than 0.0075 millivolts (i.e., ± I/. deg F). This 
observation justifies the important claim thllt, by obtailling 
voltage differences from the most probable fit of a particular run, 
the uncertaint~' in the thermocouple characteristic will most 
probably be ± 112 the uncertainty interval." 

There is a tendency to conclude from the above that, by using 
anyone of t·he most probable value CllJ'ves shown in Fig. 12, we 
have reasonable assurance that we know the thermocouple clull'ac
teristic to within ±I/. deg F. We are certain Mr. Benedict did 
not intelld that tllis conclusion be drawn. While the probable 
best value curve of Fig. 7 is not separated from anyone of the 
most probable best value curves for runs I, 2, 3, and 4 by more 
than ±I/.F, all t·he data from Fig. 7 ",ill not lie witllin an uncer
tainty envelope of a probable best value curve for anyone of runs 
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I, 2, 3, and 4. Probable best value curves for a single calibration 
run must be used with caution. In the absence of more iron con
stantan and other type thermocouple data as shown in Fig. 7, 
and where the uncertainty is to be limited to II. deg F, more than 
a single calibration run is required. 

Thermocouple stability may be outside the scope of this paper. 
It should be mentioned, however, that before a thermocouple can 
be reliable it must be stable. This implies a "change in calibra
tion correction limit" at some fixed temperature. Thermocouple 
stability should be established before calibration runs are made. 

The authors have made an excellent presentation of the problems 
involved in bandling test data and the techniques for obtaining 
probable valu!> curves. 

Authors' Closure 
Mr. Deming's remarks are appreciated. He has done much to 

encourage our work in the field of temperature measurement, auel 
his near-daily use of the system proposed here has provided us 
with many checks on its operation. He correctly points out that 
whenever a given set of data cannot be fit with an empirical 
equation, according to the prescribed rules, it is because the un
certainty interval has been exceeded. If the uncertainty enve
lope has been chosen realistically, this failure signifies unreliable 
calibration data. Mr. Sullivan is quite right in noting that all 
the data from many runs may not lie within the uncertainty 
envelope centered on the most probable value curve of a particular 
run. However, single calibration points do not deserve our at
tention once the most probable value curves have been deter
mined . We maintain our claim that anyone most probable 
value curve l\-iJ1 not differ from the most probable value curve of 
any other run by more than ±l/z the uncertainty interval. If 
this claim is not satisfied, tbe fault is wholly in the choice of an 
uncertainty interval which is too small. We certainly would be 
tbe lust to suggest the use of ± I I. deg F for nny and all calibration 
setups and thermocouple types. The user must determine the 
proper uncertainty interval for his particular calibration run; 
and this choice must be modified as more information on the 
thermocouple and setup becomes available through experience. 
MI'. Sullivan's point on thermocouple stability is well taken; we 
are in complete agreement with him here. We wish to thank both 
Messrs. Deming and Sullivan for their contribut.ions to this 
paper. 
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